Butler Training System Transformation

Why Butler?
For almost thirty years, the Butler Institute has been working within human services systems. We have the experience and skills to transform training systems with customized assessments and evaluation, in-depth planning and engagement, tailored training development and implementation, and sustainability plans that will help your training system support your workforce needs for years to come.

WHAT WE OFFER

**WORKER, SUPERVISOR, AND LEADER TRAINING**
We also offer:
- Curriculum development
- Transfer of learning
- Simulation development

**TEAM TRAINING AND COACHING**
We offer:
- Customized curricula and support materials
- Delivery of online, hybrid, and in-person training
- Individual and group coaching

**ADDITIONAL SERVICES**
Our specialized staff can develop:
- Training system assessments and evaluations
- eLearnings and LMS configuration
- Microvideos, infographics, and podcasts
- Communication plans and support materials
- Stakeholder engagement and focus groups

CONTACT US
butler.institute@du.edu